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Abstract
Livestreaming platforms such as Twitch and live improvi-
sational theater seem like a natural fit. Twitch and its au-
diences seek out opportunities for creative performance;
meanwhile, improvisers have limited access to global audi-
ences and seek new, technology-enabled ways to perform.
However, our initial research shows that connecting the two
requires not just a technology platform, but a social platform
that communicates performative information otherwise lost
when streaming live theater. As an example, we present
StAGE, a live streaming system that accommodates par-
ticipatory roles for performers, hosts, and audiences. We
propose that the social transfer of roles and information,
particularly by hosts, is a critical aspect of empowering
spectators to participate.
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Introduction
In this project, we explored livestreaming improvisational
theater games. Our goal was to discover what Twitch could
afford improvisers that would not be possible in a physical
theater space, and how improv structures could scaffold
new interaction paradigms between performer-streamers
and their livestream audience. To do so, we identified sim-
ilarities and differences between livestreaming and improv.
In particular, we focused on the APG design framework [8,
18], as both APGs and improv games rely on contributions
from audience members.

Based on our analysis of the mediums and interviews with
their stakeholders, we created a technical system that em-
bodied our insights about livestreamed improvisational
game experiences. This system, StAGE—Streamer Audience
Game Environment—scaffolds audience participatory im-
prov performances. The system supports role differentiation
between streamer/performers, hosts, and viewers/audience
in ways that reinforce the norms of both Twitch and improv
culture. These social roles allow creative communication
between a non-copresent audience and live performers.

Background
Twitch and its audiences seek out opportunities for cre-
ative performance, both through Creative channels [21] and
through audience participation games (APGs) [18]. Mean-
while, improvisers have limited access to global audiences,
unlike up-and-coming scripted sketch comedians who use
YouTube as a proving ground [11].

Improvisational theater
Improvisational theater is an unscripted, group-based the-
atrical performance that develops characters and stories
in a series of often unrelated scenes [10, 13]. In a typical
setting, live improvisers on a stage create a unique, never

repeated performance by playing off both one another’s
implicit cues and the audience’s reactions. Audiences are
also given structured opportunities to provide input, such
as suggesting scene locations or character traits, to which
performers respond. Unfortunately, recent commercial at-
tempts to offer non-copresent improv shows in virtual reality
reduce or remove the audience’s ability to collaborate with
each other or performers. [1, 4].

Livestreaming
Streamers and viewers collectively improvise to create both
narratives and stream culture. For example, each stream’s
community has its own language of memes, inside jokes,
and custom emoticons that enhance the show and sense of
co-ownership [15, 14]. Streamers and audience members
sharing their collective culture is an established behavior
pattern [7], and viewers’ interest derives from the interactive
potential of being involved [9].

Social Structures
The overall social structures of livestreams and improvisa-
tional theater are similar. First, both have performers who
create live, improvised performances. In improv, these are
actors who play scenes in response to audience sugges-
tions [19, 20]. In streams, these are streamers who give live
commentary on their play [6] and respond to viewer actions
such as donations or messages [3, 23].

Second, both have viewers, who watch the performers in
real-time. In improv, audience members both watch the
performance and contribute suggestions that help the per-
formers improvise [19], typically in person. Stream viewers,
like improv audiences, watch streamers’ live performances.
In APGs, they contribute material as improv audiences con-
tribute suggestions [8, 10]. However, unlike improv viewers,
they are typically not copresent with the performers.



Figure 1: StAGE - Streamer Audience Game Environment.

Livestreams and improv performances also have roles ded-
icated to keeping the show moving. In improv, this is a di-
rector [20] who ends scenes that are going poorly, amplifies
the best parts of the performance, and frees the improvis-
ers from other show-related responsibilities. In livestreams,
this role may be divided across multiple different partici-
pants including moderators, bots, and the streamer [16,
17]. Event-based livestreams also have commentators,
comparable to sports broadcasters, who explain what is
happening in the stream, call out particularly interesting mo-
ments, and interpret the action for viewers [2].

Across these varying contexts, we identify this role as a
host. In improv the host is typically one individual; in livestreams,
the role can be collaboratively filled by one or more humans
and/or bots. However, the goals of the host are the same:
to support the performers in effective improvisation and to
manage audience understanding and interaction.

System Design
We used these insights and observations to develop StAGE,
a system to support livestreamed improv games. This sys-

tem lets improvisers both augment their performances with
virtual, interactive elements and communicate with non-
copresent audiences, while also affording new interac-
tions for audience members compared to both Twitch and
traditional improv. Our system is organized based on the
different social roles we identified (see Figure 1) in both
livestreaming and improv. We now describe each element.

Improviser
For improvisers, our design goal was to capture their per-
formance for streaming, while giving them opportunities to
react to virtual elements and a non-copresent audience’s in-
put. We created a physical space for improvisers to perform
live, while audiences watched remotely, such that the focus
of the streaming system would be on audience-to-performer
interaction rather than performer-to-performer. We captured
audio and video feeds of the stage, which were composited
by streaming software and livestreamed on Twitch.

Improvisers receive filtered information. When audience
members provide input, either an algorithm or the human
host selects or summarizes the material, depending on the
game. The curated material is then communicated to the
actors and general audience simultaneously. This simul-
taneity is designed to foster a sense of co-ownership and
to not lose human timing. The improvisers can receive this
information verbally from an off-stage host, or through vi-
suals on a large monitor or audio from speakers copresent
with them; these latter two outputs also support the interac-
tive virtual elements of our improvisation. Finally, the entire
space was set up with a green-screen background, allowing
improvisers to perform in front of composited images and
provide implicit visuals to aid viewer understanding.

Host
Hosts enable improvisers while coordinating audience con-
tributions. In our system, hosts control the streaming soft-



ware, the game software (e.g. controlling the green screen),
and the livestream extension running on the stream itself.
All three interactions are controlled from a computer visi-
ble from the improviser’s space. As described in the previ-
ous section, being copresent allows instant communication
between the host and the performers, without latency. Be-
cause of this, all audience contributions are communicated
by the host, as we describe below. The audience is made
aware of the host by the performers throughout the perfor-
mance to ensure their understanding of off-stage voices
and transitions. They are also instructed to ask the host
any questions about the technology, the games, or anything
else. The host could respond via the steam’s live text chat,
and further acted as a moderator.

The game software is akin to a show controller, an auto-
mated system used in theaters to control elements such
as lighting, set movement, and curtains [5]. Our controller
modifies the green screen behind the actors, which dis-
plays contextually relevant information. This can be used to
provide viewers dropping in on a performance already un-
derway a passive, immediate context to narrow their sense-
making. During our prototype games (see below), the green
screen shows the background of where a scene is set, such
as an airport or a courthouse. Between games, the green
screen displays procedural information to the audience,
such as what game is coming next, where to check for rules
and research forms, and other logistics. This is also done to
aid the understanding of viewers dropping in.

The extension is an interactive overlay that appears on top
of the audience’s video stream [22]. It enabled the audi-
ence to participate in the games without derailing the chat
and disrupting the creative atmosphere [18, 12]. Most of
our games’ software components were housed within the
extension, handling both audience input and video overlay

output. While viewers used the extension to participate, the
host used it to communicate with viewers and curate con-
tent. For example, the host collected audience inputs from
the extension, used the data to select material for the per-
formers, and updated the extension with new data between
states. This was vital for creating a sense of co-creation
and bypassing latency.

Audience
The audience watching the stream on Twitch received the
composite video and audio from our streaming software,
along with the extension. The extension overlay was de-
signed to allow user interaction without distracting them
from the performance, and was therefore minimalist in its vi-
sual design. The audience could interact with the overlay by
clicking buttons, following links, or entering suggestions into
text boxes. Relegating nearly all interactions to the exten-
sion allowed for responsive, viewer-specific feedback and
an uncluttered chat for conversation [12], though certain
games benefited from moving text submissions to chat. Au-
dience submissions were validated through text feedback
that also communicated how to best transmit information.

Conclusion and Future Work
This work shows the potential for empowerment of spec-
tators to participate in new ways, and it also provides an
example of a new medium for sharing improv performance.
Future work could further explore the social dynamics be-
tween the roles outlined here and could identify ways to
facilitate deeper communication of feedback.
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